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ABSTRACT 
Perfect-reconstruction filter banks, wavelets, and multiresolution analysis have 
generated many new results in harmonic analysis and function theory. Traditionally, 
these techniques are based on families of convolutions and decimation/interpolation 
operations. When viewed as linear-algebraic operations, those building blocks can be 
generalized to unitary operators and related projections. We have developed a general 
approach to perfect reconstruction and multiresolution analysis that uses polynomial 
functions of unitary operators and closely related projection operations. This general 
framework is powerful in that it easily captures much of the known theory as special 
cases and gives a simple mechanism for constructing arbitrary perfect reconstruction 
families of operators. Using the general framework, we derive necessary and sufficient 
conditions for the perfect reconstruction property, even for higher-dimensional non- 
separable sampling lattices and operators. The necessary conditions can be interpreted 
in terms of the spectral mapping theorem and, although explicitly stated, are not 
directly computable. 
*Research partially supported by AFOSR contract F49620-93-I-0226. 
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filter banks are families of linear filters that 
decompose a signal into a family of signals [4, 81. The family of signals thus 
obtained contains precisely the same information as the original signal, and so 
another linear operation can reproduce the original signal from the family. 
This family of signals can be chosen in such a way that the member signals 
are projections of the original signal onto subspaces of differing resolutions 
[5], which is the key idea in multiresolution analysis. Furthermore, the filters 
can be chosen to satisfy additional properties to yield a representation in 
terms of continuous, orthonormal bases [l], which is the key idea in wavelet 
analysis. 
The fundamental operations in perfect-reconstruction filtering are convo- 
lution, decimation, and interpolation. In terms of their actions on Z2(x), 
convolution, decimation, and interpolation have simple representations. A 
convolution operator is merely a polynomial in the unit shift operator U. 
Decimation is projection onto a subset of coordinates, while interpolation 
is the adjoint to decimation. The main contribution of this paper is the 
formulation of perfect-reconstruction filtering in terms of these ingredients. 
This formulation includes a number of known constructions as special 
cases and makes transparent necessary and sufficient conditions for perfect 
reconstruction to exist. 
A simple example serves to illustrate the basic principles. Let rj be the 
value of a discrete-time signal at time j, and let U be an n. X n unitary 
matrix. From the signal x and the unitary operator U, define a new signal as 
follows: break the signal x up into blocks of n consecutive samples, say 
and define Yk = UX,. Now we define the transformed signal, yj, by 
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Because U is unitary, there is an easy way to undo this operation-merely 
apply U * to the signal yj in the same way we applied U to xj. So quite 
trivially, X, = U *Y, = U*UX,. 
Note that an alternative way to obtain yk is to convolve xk with the rows 
of U and then keep every nth result. The reconstruction is obtained by 
padding the kept elements in the sequences with n - 1 zeros and convolving 
with the reversed, conjugated rows of U, then adding. Graphically, this is 
depicted in Figure 1. 
The action of taking every nth sample is called decimation by n and 
denoted by J, n. The recovery process is seen to be interpolation by n, 
denoted by t n, namely inserting n - 1 zeros between ykn+m and yCk+ l)n+m, 
then convolving the mth interpolated signal obtained this way with the 
reversed and conjugated mth row of U (the reversed, conjugated rows of U 
are denoted by Cj). Addition of these terms gives us the original signal. 
The key idea here is that a signal can be decomposed into a bank of 
signals using convolution and decimation operations. Those signals contain 
different spectral information depending on the choice of unitary transforma- 
tion U. Further processing of these signals, using interpolation and filtering, 
reconstructs the original signal exactly. The example is trivial because the 
unitary operator acts on nonoverlapping blocks. The nontrivial aspects of 
the technique begin by looking at convolutions involving banks that have 
Y(k+l)n 
FIG. 1. A unitary filter bank. 
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more than n coefficients in each filter. Then the blocks overlap and we need 
additional conditions on the filters uj to ensure perfect reconstruction. 
Originally, perfect-reconstruction filter banks were designed to split a 
signal into two frequency bands. This paper will develop the framework for 
this case first and then extend results to more general settings. 
Let the two filter operators be given by H(O) and H(r), and consider the 
case in which the recovery process is upsampling [that is, insertion of zeros 
between samples or the adjoint operation of decimation on 1”(~->], operating 
on the channels with (H(O))* and (H(‘))* (filtering with the time reverse or 
conjugate filter), and summation of the two channels. With the decimation 
operator given by D, this process is shown in Figure 2. We call the operator 
mapping the input to the output the bank operator, and it is given by 
(ff("))*D*D(N'o') + (H"')*D*D(H"'). (1) 
For the output to equal the input, which is the perfect-reconstruction pro- 
perty, the bank operator in (1) must equal the identity operator. 
The traditional filtering operators are just polynomials in the right-shift 
operator S : l”(X) + l”(._F), 
and 
Normally conditions are found on the coefficients hjo’ and h!l’ that allow 
perfect reconstruction. This paper will show that these conditions can be 
(H(O)) H(O)) 
&+J_z$ 
FIG. 2. The two-channel filter bank. 
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generalized to the case in which S and D are replaced by more general 
operators U and II, provided that U and II satisfy certain relations. Those 
relations are abstractions of specific properties of S and D making it possible 
to derive a more general class of perfect-reconstruction systems. We present 
conditions on the more general U and II through a set of operator equations. 
Later, when actually constructing examples of such operators, the rela- 
tions will be shown to be met by a class of operators with a similarity 
structure like shift and decimation on 1”(Z). In fact, the existence of a 
similarity structure for U which cycles between two particular orthogonal 
subspaces will be shown to be equivalent to the original operator equations. 
The two subspaces will turn out to be the range of II*II and its orthogonal 
complement. Although interpretations in terms of the orthogonal subspaces 
and the cyclic structure of U will be noted at relevant points, the develop- 
ment of the conditions on the coefficients will be carried out through use of 
the equations imposed on the operators. The cyclic structure of U will be 
introduced as an equivalent formulation only after the perfect-reconstruction 
conditions have been established and specific examples are being given. This 
is done because the equation based approach seems to be the more 
concise of the two for deriving the perfect-reconstruction conditions, but 
the similarity-structure characterization provides a simple way to construct 
examples of specific operators. 
Several terms which strictly speaking should only be applied to the case 
in which the banks use operators S and D will be applied by analogy to 
the general case for U and II. H(“) and H(l) will be called “filters” even 
when they are polynomials in U or II instead of S and D. Similarly, the 
structure shown in Figure 2 will be referred to as a filter bank even when S 
and D are replaced by U and II. 
In extending the result to the multidimensional case, sufficient conditions 
for perfect reconstruction will be given involving the multidimensional Fourier 
transforms of the filter coefficients on the cosets of the sampling lattice. 
These will be analogous to conditions arising from a polyphase analysis of the 
filter bank, as given in [4] and [8]. Th e conditions will be in the form of 
equations in the Fourier transforms which must be satisfied on a given set of 
frequencies. It will also be shown that there is a subset of this set on which 
satisfaction of the equations is both necessary and sufficient, but, unfor- 
tunately, the characterization of this subset will be nonconstructive. 
Examples of different operators U and II for which the results are 
satisfied will be given. In addition to an artificial example that bears little 
superficial resemblance to the shift/decimation case, two standard examples 
will be shown. The first is the finite-dimensional case, related to the cyclic 
wavelet transform, in which II : !I? N + % N/2 is a finite-length decimation 
and U: .qN 4 sN 1s the cyclic shift. This appears in [3]. The second is the 
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case of perfect-reconstruction filter banks on 1’(Z). Il and U are the same 
as D and S, the decimation and shift on Z’(Z). The two familiar examples 
serve to show that results which have appeared previously can be viewed as a 
special case of the general framework presented here. 
In this paper we treat the simple case of a single operator separately from 
the general multidimensional case, in order to illustrate the basic concepts. 
Some results are stronger in the single-operator case as well. Section 2 intro- 
duces the basic properties and develops a few relationships that result from 
the assumptions. Section 3 develops the perfect-reconstruction conditions 
for the single-operator case. Section 4 contains results on bases constructable 
from the perfect-reconstruction operators. Section 5 identifies some special 
cases that result from the general theory. Section 6 moves to the multidimen- 
sional case, which is handled more succinctly, given the development of the 
single-operator theory in the preceding sections. Section 7 is a summary. 
2. THE OPERATORS AND THEIR PROPERTIES 
First we give the characterization of the operators U and II in terms 
of two equations. Assume two Hilbert spaces H, and H, and operators II : 
H, + H, and unitary U: H, -+ H, such that the following two assumptions 
hold: 
ASSUMPTION 1 
rIrI* = I**. 
ASSUMPTION 2. 
rI*n + u*rI*rIu = I,,. 
Since U is unitary, an equivalent form of Assumption 2 is: 
ASSUMPTION 3. 
n*II + uII*IIu* = IHI. 
Assumption 1 implies that the operator II*II is an orthogonal projection, 
since (II*II>” = II*II and (II*II>* = II*II. It will be seen in Section 4 that 
Assumption 2 implies that the projection for the subspace [ R(II*II)]’ is 
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U*lI*IlU. Intuitively, Assumption 2 shows that the Hilbert space H, can be 
broken up into two complementary orthogonal subspaces: The range of Kl*ll 
and the range of U*II*IlU. Th e rest of this section will algebraically derive 
properties of the operators from Assumptions 1 and 2, but several of them 
can be justified by the idea of breaking the Hilbert space into two comple- 
mentary orthogonal subspaces. This notion will be treated more carefully in 
Section 5.3, when the cyclic structure of U is shown explicitly: U cycles 
between these two orthogonal subspaces. 
Assumptions 1 and 2 are intended to generalize important facts that are 
clearly true for the case in which the operators U and II are S and D on 
Z’(Z). In this special case, the first condition merely says that upsampling 
followed by decimation does not change the signal, while the second shows 
how even and odd samples can be used to reconstruct the original signal. The 
two complementary subspaces mentioned previously are then the subspace of 
sequences which are zero on odd samples and the subspace of sequen- 
ces which are zero on even samples, with the operator S shifting between 
them. U’s property of successively mapping between complementary sub- 
spaces R(II*II) and R(U*II*lIU> is common to all operators satisfying 
Assumptions 1 and 2. 
The property to b e d erived is a generalization of the fact that upsampling 
shift, and decimation give zero: 
LEMMA 1. For lI and unitary U which satisfy Assumptions 1 and 2, 
IIurI* = 0. 
This can be shown by multiplication of Assumption 2 by ll on the left 
and by ll* on the right to get 
IIrI*IIrI* + (rIun*)(nun*) = rIlI*. 
Since IllI* = I H,> 
(rIurI*)*(rIun*) = 0, 
which can only happen if IIU II * = 0. This equality can be expressed in 
terms of the projection II*II: By Assumption 1, IIUII* = 0 if and only 
if rI*IIUII*Il = 0, so that U transforms any vector in the range of the 
projection Il*Il to a vector in its orthogonal complement. With this fact it is 
simple to see that U*H*IIU is the projection for R(ll*ll)l. 
If D and S are decimation and shift, then we clearly have 
S = DS’D”. 
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Upsampling, two shifts, and decimation are the same as performing one shift. 
It turns out that this equation does not hold in general for U and II, but the 
following can be shown: 
LEMMA 2. The operator U, = IIU”II* is unitq. 
This follows from multiplication of Assumption 2 by IIU* on the left and 
UII* on the right to get 
(llurI*)(rIurI*) + (rIu2rI*)*(rIu211*) = rIu*uII* = IH2. 
Since IIUII* = 0, we see that IJ: U, = lH2. The fact that U,U,* = I,? can 
be established through a similar operation on Assumption 3. In the special 
case of shift and decimation on 12(Z_), U, is also the shift on 12, while in 
the finite-dimensional case in which U : 3 N + % N is a circular shift and 
II!RN --f ENi is a decimation, U, is the shift operator on the space ZRNj2. 
In general, it is not always possible to relate the action of Uz to the action U. 
This is an issue which comes up when trying to apply the filtering process 
recursively, as in a wavelet transform: What is the natural operator from 
which to form the filters at the next level of the transform? An attempt will 
be made to come to grips with this problem in Section 4. 
The next result is a generalization of the fact that upsampling, shift by 2n, 
and decimation is the same as shifting by n. The result is somewhat different, 
because the identity S = DS2D* does not directly apply to U and II. The 
correct form of the identity is: 
LEMMA 3. 
for all integers n. 
This result follows for positive n by induction. It is clearly true for n = 0. 
Assume its truth for n - 1: 
(rIu”rI*)” = ( nu2rI*)“-‘( nu”rI*) 
= nuY”-l)n*nU2n* 
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Since U and U, are unitary, the identity follows for negative n by taking 
the adjoint of the identity established for positive n. This result shows the 
relationship between the action of U, and U. It also suggests that ZJ, might 
be a natural candidate for an operator with which to define filters for a 
second transform on H,--a possibility which is discussed in Section 4. 
The next result extends rIUII* = 0 to all odd powers of U. 
LEMMA 4. 
nu@n+qI* = 0 
for all integer 12. 
This can be shown by multiplying Assumption 2 by II(U on the left 
and U ‘” Fl* on the right to get 
(U,*)“(U,)” + (rw”+‘rI*)*(rw”+‘rI*) = rI(u*)““(u)““rI* = z,+ 
or, since U2*U2 = Z”,, (lIU2”+lII*)*(IIU 2n+ ‘II*> = 0, which can only occur 
if IIU2nt 'II* = 0. Again, this result has an interpretation in terms of the 
projection lI*II. It is equivalent to II*IIU2"f111*II = 0, showing that an 
odd power of U maps anything in the range of KI*II to the orthogonal 
complement. This is an intuitive result in light of the previous discussion of 
the cyclic nature of U. 
In this section, several important properties of operators satisfying 
Assumptions 1 and 2 have been established. To summarize: for rl and unitary 
U satisfying Assumptions 1 and 2, 
rIU2”rI$ = (rIuw*)” = u;, (2) 
~#rJP+l)fl* = 0, (3) 
and U, 3 IIU 2 II* is unitary. 
These results will be used to establish necessary and sufficient condi- 
tions on the sequences (hi?)> and (hj’)> corresponding to the usual perfect- 
reconstruction and orthogonality conditions. They are the properties of the 
shift and decimation operators which allow such conditions to be established, 
and they are implicit in Assumptions 1 and 2. 
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3. PERFECT RECONSTRUCTION CONDITIONS 
Define the filters NC”) and H(l) in Figure 2 by 
and 
(4) 
Replace the operator D in Figure 2 with Il. Let U be unitary, and let II and 
U jointly satisfy Assumptions 1 and 2. We seek conditions guaranteeing the 
perfect-reconstruction property, as in [l], namely that the bank operator 
satisfies 
(H’“‘)*Il*LI( H”‘) + (H’*‘)*II*II( H”‘) = I,). (6) 
An additional condition is usually required for orthogonality, 
H( H(O))( ~(l))*n* = 0. (7) 
The intuition behind (6) is clear from the two-channel filter bank as shown in 
Figure 2. It will be shown in Section 4 that the perfect-reconstruction 
property implies that (H(“)>*lI*lI(H(o’) and (Hcl))*n*II(Hcl)) are projec- 
tions. The orthogonality condition merely expresses the orthogonality of the 
ranges of these two projections. Since Assumption 2 divides H, into two 
subspaces, and two filters are used, this case corresponds to maximal sam- 
pling. With maximal sampling, the orthogonality condition will be shown 
to be redundant. It is implied by the perfect-reconstruction property. For 
now, though, we work with the orthogonality condition as separate from the 
perfect-reconstruction condition. 
The first step in using the properties of U and II to establish conditions 
on !a:?’ and hj” will be a lemma concerning U and II. 
LEMMA 5. Zf U mad II satisfy Assumptions 1 and 2, then for any 
self-adjoint X : H, + H,, one has X = I,, if and only if: 
1. rIxrI* = I&. 
2. nu*xuII* = I,?. 
3. IIXUIl* = 0, orequiualently, llU*XII* = 0. 
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Proof. Define an operator V : H, X H, -+ H, by 








rIu*rI* rIrI* 1 
= N2XH*' 





1 rIu*xurI* ’ 
X = Z,, if and only if the three conditions stated in the lemma are satisfied. 
n 
Letting X in the lemma equal ( H’“‘)*I1*TZ(H’a’) + (H”‘)*n*n( H”‘), 
we see that the perfect-reconstruction property, 
(H’“‘)*II*Il( H”‘) + (H”‘)*n*n( H”‘) = I,,, 
is satisfied if and only if 
II( H(‘))*n*n( H(“)n* + II(H”‘)*Il*II( H”‘)II* = ZHP, 
IIU*( H”‘)*II*II( H”‘)UII* + nU*( H”‘)*n*II( H’l’)UII* = ZH2, 
and 
fl( H”‘)*KI*II( H”‘)UII* + lI( H”‘)*KI*rI( H’l’)UIl* = 0. 
We have transformed the condition on an operator in H, to three equivalent 
conditions on operators in H,. 
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The term II( H(‘))II* can be written, using Equations (3) and (4, 
= c hg?IIU2m* 
and similarly, 
= c h’z”_ ,IIU2QYI* 
= zh’,O,‘_,U,j. 
There are corresponding relations for H(l): 
II( H(‘))II* = ~h’:j’U,, 
and 
II( H”‘) uII* = c h’:j’_ $J;. 
If we define the polynomial 
A(kj)(U2) = Ch$ji,‘_,U; 
for k, j E (0, l}, then the perfect reconstruction conditions become 
[ A~)(u~)]*[ A$?(u,)] + [ ~h’)(u,)]*[ Asw)] = I,~, 




[ A~(u,)]*[ Am)] + [ A~‘)(u,)]*[A?(u,)] = 0. 
The orthogonality condition (7) can be expressed in terms of these 
polynomials by noting 
n( H’O’)( H(‘))*rl* 
= rIH(rII*rI + urI*rIu*)( H(‘))*rI* 
= rI( zP”yI*rq H(l))*rI* + rI( H’“‘)UrI*rIU*( EP)*n* 
= [A~(u,)][A;)(u,)]* + [~'P)(u,)][#)(u,)]* = 0. 
These conditions can be expressed in an even simpler form by letting the 
spectral decomposition (see [2]) of U, be 
u, = I”2” dP( A), 
0 
where P is a resolution of the identity. So the full conditions for perfect 
reconstruction are 
/2rr[ A:'( eiA) A'R'( eiA) + Af'( d”) Ab”( ei”)] &‘(A) = &,, 
0 
/2T[ A?(eiA) Ay)(e'*) + A\')(e'*) ~\')(e~~)] dP( A) = ZH2, 
0 
/2T[ Ar)( eiA) A?( ei”) + A!)( eiA) A’,‘)( eiA)] &(A,) = 0, 
0 
and for orthogonality 
277 





Since P(h) is increasing only for h such that eih is in the spectrum of U,, it is 
sufficient that the integrands of Equations (8) and (9) be equal to one and the 
integrands of Equations (10) and (11) be equal to zero on the spectrum of 
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U,. This is also necessary, since for any continuous function f on the unit 
circle, the spectrum of f(U2> is 
so that f(U,> = IH2 implies that 
&w, = (11 = {f(h) : * E w2>1, 
or f(h) = 1 for all A E a(U,). Similarly, if f(U2) = 0, then f(h) = 0 for 
all A E a(U,>. It is both necessary and sufficient that the integrands of 
Equations (8) and (9) be equal to one and the integrands of Equations (10) 
and (11) be equal to zero on the spectrum of U,. This establishes the 
following theorem: 
THEOREM 1. 
( H (())) = c ( h:‘)‘) UJ 
(H”)) = c (hjl))Uj, 
define U, = FIU”II* and 
AY)(eih) = c &l)_keLnh. 
7, h n 
Then the perfect-reconstruction property 
(H(O))*I~*~( H(O)) + (~(l))*n*n( H(I)) = I,,, 
is satisfied if and only if 
]A$)‘( eiA) 1’ + 1 A(,;‘( eiA) 1’ = 1, 
( AT)( eiA) I2 + 1 A$l’( eiA) I2 = 1, 
(12) 
(13) 
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and 
Af’(e’^) A?(e”A) + A;‘(e”A) A’,“(e’“) zz 0 (14) 
hold for all eih E (+(U2). The orthogonality condition II(H’“‘XH’l’)*II* = 0 
is satisfied if and only if 
Af’( ,i^) A($( ei^) + A(P’( ,j”) AI”( eiA) = 0 (15) 
for all eih E a(U,>. 
Equations (12) through (15) are actually the standard conditions on the 
coefficients hjo’ and hy) for perfect reconstruction and orthogonality. What is 
new is that these equations must be satisfied on the spectrum of the operator 
U. In the case of shift and decimation on Z’(Z), the spectrum is the entire 
unit circle. 
Since these equations are standard, we can use a standard alternative 
form: Perfect reconstruction and orthogonality are achieved if and only if 
1 A’,O)( ei”) 1’ + ) A!‘)( eiA) I2 = 1, (16) 
Ab])( .{A> = V( eiA) A\‘)( ei”) , (17) 
and 
Ay’( ,i^) = -V( ei^) A’P’( ,i^) (18) 
for some IV(e”)l for all e”* E cr(U,>. A proof of the equivalence of these 
conditions with those in the theorem can be found in the paper by Grossman 
and Poor [3]. 
4. AN ORTHONORMAL BASIS FOR H, 
It is natural to ask whether Equations (12) through (15) contain some 
sort of redundancy, and if so, whether there is some more concise form. 
It turns out that in the two-channel case using Assumption 2, the perfect- 
reconstruction conditions (12) through (14) imply the orthogonality condi- 
tion (15). This can be seen by restating the conditions in a matrix form: 
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Equations (12) through (14) are satisfied if and only if the matrix 
M = A’,O)(e”*) A’d_)(e”“) 
A(P’( ,j^) #‘( ,i^) 
1 
satisfies MMW = I for all e” E cr(U,>. Such an M is called paraunitary. 
The equivalence can be seen by comparing the elements of MM H with 
Equations (12) through (14). 
Assuming that the Equations (12) through (14) are satisfied, we get that 
MMH = Z and hence that MHM = Z for all eiA E a(U,). This is a result 
of the fact that M is a square matrix: MM H = Z implies M HM = I. The 
fact that M is square is equivalent to maximal sampling, with the number 
of filters equaling the number of terms in Assumption 2. Looking at the 
elements of the matrix M 'M gives the three new relations: 
( Af)( eiA) 1’ + 1 Ay)( ei^) I2 = 1, (1% 
1 A!)( eiA) 1' + I A(:)( eiA) 1’ = 1, (20) 
and 
A($‘( ,i^) Ab”( ,i”) 
for all eih E c+(U,>. 
Equation (21) is the same as (15). This is the dependence mentioned 
previously: The perfect reconstruction conditions imply the orthogonality 
condition. 
+ A’P’( ei”) A:‘)( ,i”) = 0 (21) 
The two equations (19) and (20) are equivalent to 
rI( H’O’)( zl’“‘)*rI* = I,, 
2 
and 
rI( H”‘)( P))*rI* = ZH2 
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respectively. This can be easily shown. Take the case involving (H(O)): 
II( H@‘)( H@))*II* 
= II( H’O’)( II*II + vn*IIU*)( H’o’)*II* 
= II( H’O’)II*II( P’)*II*II( H@‘)UIl*IIu*( H@))*II* 
= [ A~)(u,)][ A:)(U,)]* + [ A:‘)(&)][ A(P)(Q)]*, 
so that 
l-q H(O’)( H(O))*,* = ZH, (22) 
if and only if (19) is satisfied. Similarly, 
l-q H’l’)( H(l)) *II* = ZH, (23) 
if and only if (20) 1s satisfied. Furthermore, these equalities are achieved, 
along with the orthogonality condition II(Hco’>(H’l’)*II* = 0, by satisfaction 
of the perfect-reconstruction conditions (12) through (14). These new rela- 
tions will be particularly useful in interpreting the transform in terms of bases 
for H, and H,. 
It was mentioned earlier without proof that the operators 
( H"')*II*II( H(O)) / 
and 
(H(l')*ll*II( H(l)) 
are projections. This follows easily from (22) and (23). Further, the ranges of 
these projections are orthogonal by the fact that II( H"')( H('))*II* = 0. This 
means that the outputs of the two separate channels before summation are 
projections of the original signal onto these two orthogonal complemen- 
tary subspaces. These subspaces should not be confused with the subspace 
R(II*II) and its complement R(U*II*IIU). 
There is a previously unmentioned relation between U and II which will 
also be useful in constructing bases: 
u2rI* = n*u,. (24) 
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Verification of this identity is simple: Assumption 2 implies that 
rI*rIurI* + u*rI*rlu2rI* = urI*, 
or, since fI*ITU II* = 0 and U is unitary, 
rI*rIu*rl* = u2rI*, 
which is the desired result with U, = IIU”fI*. 
The new identities established in this section lead to the following result: 
THEOREM 2. Assume that U, lI, (H(O)), and (H(l)) satisfy the pelfect- 
reconstruction conditions. Zf (Uc6},, is an orthonoml basis for H, for some 
6 E H,, then 
{U2"(H(o))*II*8},, u {U""(H('))*Il*G], 
forms an orthonoml basis for H,. 
Proof The orthonormality follows from the orthonormality of {Ut??},, 
and the following: 
(U""(H"')*n*6,U2"(H('))*n*6) =((H'"')*II*U;6,(H'o))*II*U,"6) 
= (n( H(O))( H(O))*~*U;~, u;“s> 
= (U&3, $9). 
Similarly 
( U2”( H('))*II*6, U2”( H(l))*n*8) = (U;6, U$?j> 
and 
(U*“( H”‘)*fT*& U2”( H”‘)*Il*S) =( II( H’r’)( H”‘)*II*U,“S, UF?$ = 0. 
This shows orthonormality. 
The fact that the set is a basis follows because for any u E H, there exists 
a representation of II( H('))u and I’I( H('))v as 
II( H('))v = &J;S 
n 
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and 
n( H(‘))u = CynU2”6, 
where x, = (II(H’O’)v, U,“S> and yn = (II(H(i)>o, UlS>. Using the 
perfect-reconstruction property 
0 = (P’)*rI*rI( H(O))u + (H”‘)*n*rI( H(l))v 
= (H’O’)*n*( cql;s) + (H(l))*rI*( ~y,u;s) 
n n 
= CX,U2n( H'"')*rI*6 + y,py fp’)*JJ*& 
So can be represented 
In of perfect on Z2(Z) 
8 is to 
In the of a wavelet transform 
we are in carrying of the 
It to carry a recursive transform with operators 
other than shift or 
If the is be carried we would 
to use at each If z H,, then 
we even use same operators and II. that reason, will 
consider the case H, = 
Consider what in one stage. Suppose the input v. 
The of the of the (O) channel respect to basis 
u,“6 
So the of the of the channel with to 
the U&S is same as of the with respect the basis 
An obvious, result applies the H(l) It 
might important that operator used construct the at each 
be the as those generate the with 6. achieve this, 
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might be desirable to require U = U,. These are speculations. The issues of 
exactly how to define a recursive transform and how to interpret it in terms of 
basis functions have not been resolved. 
5. EXAMPLES 
The conditions (12) through (15) cover several special cases. Among 
them are standard perfect reconstruction on Z’(Z) with shift and decima- 
tion, perfect reconstruction on 8 N using the cyclic shift and decimation, and 
perfect reconstruction based on operators other than shift and decimation. 
5.1. The Case of 12(3) 
Let H, = H, = 1’(Z). Let Il be the decimation operator, and U be the 
right shift. This means that Il* will be the upsampling operator and U* will 
be the left shift. U is unitary, and clearly these operators satisfy Assumptions 
I and 2. 
The operator U in Z2(Z> h as a spectrum consisting of the entire unit 
circle. This means that the conditions (12) through (15) must be satisfied for 
all A E [0,27r]. 
This is the condition terms of Fourier transforms that is usually applied to 
perfect-reconstruction filter banks. It is also applied to wavelet transforms on 
Z2(2> (along with other conditions) [l]. 
5.2. Per$ect Reconstruction on % N 
Take H, = 8 N and H, = % N’2; KI is the (N/2) X N decimation 
matrix, and U is the N X N right circular shift matrix. As an example, for 
N=4 
n= [ 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 
and 
0 0 0 1 
u= I 1 0 0 0 10 0 0 1 0 I 0’ 0 
Again, these operators clearly satisfy Assumptions 1 and 2. Further, 
since UN = ZH,, it is only necessary to consider finite-length sequences h)Q 





H(O) = c hpj, 
j=O 
N-l 
H(l) = c hjw. 
j=O 
The filter operators ZZ(‘) and Ho) perform circular convolution of the input 
vector with the vectors hy) and hj’) respectively. 
The matrix ZJ, = IIU211* is just the right circular shift matrix on 8 N/2. 
It has eigenvalues 
[exp( $2)]k 
for k = O,l,. . . , N/2 - 1, so that the points at which the polynomi- 
als A?), A(P), At), and A\‘) must satisfy Equations (12) through (15) are 
those points on the unit circle corresponding to the DFTs of the sequences 
h’2”, Z&O? 2J_ i, h$j, and h’z’j’_,. It is therefore necessary and sufficient that the 
DFTs of h’,O?, h’z”_ 1 h’z’j’ 
These are 
ai :. 
and hL:?_l satisfy the Equations (I21 through (15). 
so comhtion’s which can be applied to a cyclic wavelet transform 
as derived in [31. 
5.3. A Constructive Characterization of U and 17 
Although there are other possibilities for U and II than the shift and 
decimation operators, it is not immediately obvious how to construct these 
from Assumptions 1 and 2. The following theorem provides a characterization 
which is more useful in constructing examples: 
THEOREM 3. Given lI such that IIII* = ZH1, then U is unitary and the 
condition ll*ll + U*II*IIU = ZH, is satisfied if and only zy there exists 
V:H,+H2XH2suchthat 
V*V = ZH,, W* = ZHzxH,, and 
u=v*; f v=v*wv 
[ I 
for unitary A and B. 
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proof. If U is unitary and II*II + U*II*IIU = I,,, then it is simple to 
verify, using results from previous sections, that II ’ = IIU, A = IIU 2 II*, 
and B = IH2 satisfy all the conditions in the theorem. 
If there exist such II’, A, and B, then we need to check if U is unitary. 
We know that 
v*v = rI*Il + rI’*Il’ = z,, 
and also that W* = IHzxN, implies that II’II’* = IH, and IIII’* = 0, so 
U*U = (II*BII’ + II’*AII)*( II*BII’ + II’*AII) 
= II*II + II’*II’ 
Similarly it can be shown UU* = IHI. 
We also need to check the validity of Assumption 2: 
rI*rI + u*rI*rIu = rI*rI + v*w* t, rI*IIpI* rr*]wv [ 1 
= rI*n + v*w* 
=II*II+V* B”* [0 B]V 
[ 1 
= n*rI + n’*II’ 
=I HI’ 
This establishes the theorem. n 
If we are given an operator II and can find an operator II’, Theorem 3 
gives a means for constructing unitary operators U which will satisfy 
Assumption 2. In the finite-dimensional case of II : C” + CN12, it is clear 
how to construct II’ given II: The rows of II’ form an orthonormal basis for 
the orthogonal complement of the span of the rows of II. We will use this 
fact to construct a finite-dimensional example. 
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Let H, = C4 and H, = C'. Define 
1 
n=- [ 1 2 3 b&O -3 2 0 1 1’ 
l 
H’ = - [ 2 -1 0 fi3 0 -1 -3 1 2’ 
and 
Clearly II, II’, and W satisfy the conditions of Theorem 3. Therefore, 
U = V*WV can be computed: 
I 
3-l/& -l/V5 13 + l/G 2-s/6 
u=’ 
-17/G 3+1/a -2 + 5/G -1 - 7/&i 
14 -1+7/a -2-5/G -3+1/a -17/G 
2+s/J3; 13 - l/6 -l/G -3 - l/G I 
It is simple to verify that U is unitary, and H*II + U*rI*rIU = I,,. Using 
these operators it is possible to get coefficients using Theorem 1. 




l/G l/&T 1 
with eigenvalues eio and e”“. 
Define the sequences zb’)(j) = {l,O], i?ioJ(j> = {O, 11, it)(j) = (0, 11, 
and a^i’)(j) = { - 1, O} for j = 0,l. Clearly 
forj = 0,l. 
~~:“‘(j)(” +Igjl’(jf = 1, 
jq’(j)12 +(G!‘)(j)12 = 1, 
/q’(j) q’(j) + q’(j) q’(j) = 0, 
&O’(j) &l’(j) + q’(j) Z’,“(j) = 0 
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If we demand that #)(j>, k$“)(j>, @(j), and @j(j) be values of 
Ar)(e”‘j), A(P)(e’“l), A~‘)(e”*~), and Ay)(e’*j\t> respectively for A, = 0 and 
A, = m, then finding h,, hzj+l, gzj, and gzjil becomes a frequency- 






( ( eib)l 
( e’AL)” ( e”q 
( e%)l (,%)2 







(h;!‘) = {& -f, f, +}, 
(hj”) = {;, -;, -$, -$}. 
(H(O)) = 5 (h:“‘)‘/’ 
j- 0 
(H(‘)) = i (h:“)Uj, 
j=o 
then (H’“‘)*II*II(H’o’) + (,H~‘))*II*II(H(‘)) = I and II(H(O))(H(‘))*II* = 
0. These operators will satisfy both perfect-reconstruction and orthogonality 
conditions. 
6. EXTENSION TO THE MULTIDIMENSIONAL CASE 
It turns out that similar results can be derived for the D-dimensional 
M-channel case. The generalization involves a number of unitary operators 
V,: H, --f H,, 1 < k G D, c orresponding to shifts along the various dimen- 
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sions of the lattice. The notation required is more complex. To help matters, 
let a D-dimensional vector of commuting unitary operators 
raised to the power of an integer vector 
be defined by 
uj= fiqk. 
k=l 
As the U, commute, the ordering of the product is not important. Similarly, 
the adjoint of an operator of vectors raised to a vector power is defined to be 
(u*)j = kfil (U,* 
We also the componentwise product two integer as 
This similar to notation used [4] and [s]. We define the 
value of integer vector mean 
lit [Ij,l Ij,l Ij,l]T. 
the development, we will a correspondence 
the operators shifts on D. We that we given a N, 
N = [n, n2 -*. n,], 
with full rank, which will be used in equations which define the properties of 
the operators. The columns of the matrix can be interpreted as the generu- 
tors of some lattice L C ZD. That is, 1 E L if and only if 1 = Ni = c, njij for 
some i E 2*. Any set of ni which can be used in this manner to produce L 
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is called a set of generators for the lattice L. We will assume that we are 
given the matrix N which will be used to define both L and the equations 
which we will require the operators V, to satisfy. Both the initial assumptions 
and the results which are derived from them will be expressed as relations 
which must be satisfied for all Ni, i E ZD. This is equivalent to the relation 
being satisfied for all 1 = Ni E L. From this it is clear that the results will be 
dependent only on the lattice L and not on the particular generators chosen. 
A unit cell of the lattice generated by N will be defined as a minimal set 
of vectors J = {jJ cZD such that any x E Z” can be represented as 
x=Ni+j 
for some j E J and i E ZD. It is simple to show that the requirements that J 
be minimal and that N have full rank imply that the representation of x in 
terms of i and j must be unique. 
We will denote the number of elements in the set J by IJI. 
As an example of these definitions, let 
The lattice produced by these generators is shown in Figure 3. A valid unit 
cell is 
J = {[l 01“). 
0 I a . . . 0 
Point in ZD 
* Point in L 
- l Point in J 
FIG. 3. An example of a lattice. 
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As stated before, we require that the operators U, be unitary and 
commute with each other. Using this new notation, we make the following 
assumption: 
ASSUMPTION 4. 
IIrI* = ZH,. 
ASSUMPTION 5.




for integer vectors i. 
Nothing analogous to Assumption 6 appears in the one-dimensional case. 
A similar equation does follow from Assumption 1, since by (24) 
(V~)*n*n(v”~) = rI*(u;)*(u;)II = rI*II. 
It seems that the periodicity is implicit in Assumptions 1 and 2 in the 
single-dimensional case, but it must be assumed in the multidimensional case. 
As with the single-dimensional case, we can get a relation IlUjII* = 0 
except for certain j. To specify which j, multiply Assumption 5 by fI 
on the to get 
c rI(u*)‘n*n(u)jn*, 
.isJ 
so because of 4 
c = 0. 
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Since this is a sum of positive semidefinite terms, each term must be zero. 
This means that 
nujn* = 0 (25) 
forjEJ,j#O. 
It turns out that a much stronger statement can be made when IIUjII* is 
zero. Any integer vector j can be represented uniquely as j = Ni + j’, where 
i is an integer vector and j’ E J. This means that for j’ # 0, 
(nujn*)*( nujn*) = n(U*)Ni+j’n*n(U)Ni+j’IT, 
= (nuj’rr*)(nuj’n*) 
= 0. 
So for j not of the form Ni, we have IIUIII* = 0. The index j for which the 
expression is nonzero corresponds to the sampling points of the lattice. We 
restate this fact as a theorem: 
THEOREM 4. For II and commuting, unitary operators U, satisfying 
Assumptions 4 through 6, 
rlumrl* = 0 
unless m = Ni for some integer vector i. 
As in the single-dimensional case, the condition IIII* = IH, implies that 
II*II is a projection. Also, IIU”II* = 0 if and only if II*IIU”II*II = 0. 
Theorem 4 states that U” maps any vector in R(II*II) into [Ft(II*II)l’ 
unless m = Ni for some integer vector i. This idea can be extended by noting 
that the operators 
for j E J are projections. We look at how the operator Uk shifts between the 
ranges of these projections, 
and see that this expression is nonzero only when i + k = Nl + j for some 
integer vector 1. The operators U, have exactly the same structure with 
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respect to the subspaces 
as the shifts do with respect to subspaces of multidimensional sequences 
which are nonzero only on the different cosets of the lattice generated by N. 
This is analogous to the cyclic structure of U in the one-dimensional case. 
The next result shows how expressions of the form IIUNiII* can be 
broken up into a product of powers of the D operators IIU”iII*. It turns out 
that these operators will be unitary, and that the perfect-reconstruction 
conditions will be expressed in terms of their spectra. 
THEOREM 5. For II and commuting unitary operators U, satisfying 
Assumptions 4 through 6, 
Proof. The result follows from the fact that 
= HuMi +j)n* 
In particular, 
The theorem follows from application of this equation. n 
THEOREM 6. For II and commuting unitary operators U, satisfying 
Assumptions 4 through 6, the operators 
IIUNi II* 
are unitary and commutative for integer vectors i. 
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Proof. The theorem follows trivially, since by Assumption 6, 
(IIUN’II*)*(IIUN’rI*) = II[(U*)NiII*II(U)Ni]LI* 
= IIII*IIII* 
=z HI’ 
It can be similarly shown that 
(IIUN’II*)(IIUN’II*)* = I,,, 
CYBENKO 
and it follows that lIUN”‘FI* is unitary. Commutativity is implicit in the 
proof of Theorem 5. a 
At this point we define an operator V : H, X *.- X H, similar to that 
defined for the case of the single operator U. In particular, let 
V = [(u*)jln* (u*)izn* . . . (u*)jl,i..], 
where j, is any ordering of the elements of J. As before, W * = IM1 by 
Assumption 5. From the theorems just proven showing when terms of the 
form lJUjII* are it is to see V*V = X 3-a X H,. 
Define the filters 
Hti) = c h$i)ui 
i&CD 
for j E J. These filters each represent a specific channel in the decomposi- 
tion of the signal. The filter bank is shown in Figure 4. The corresponding 
(Hj') 
FIG. 4. The general filter bank. 
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perfect-reconstruction condition is 
c (Hq*rl*lI( HU)) = I,,. 
.iEI 
Using the operator V, it becomes 
v* ( c (Hq*n*n( ze) v = zpx _ XH 1 2’ je.l 
Looking at each term of this matrix operator gives 
c rl(u)k( Hq*rI*n( H~))(U*)‘rl* = ;’ 
.iEI 1 bfthekLsb 
for k, 1 E J. The terms of the form IIUk(H@)*II* can be simplified: 
nu”(#q*n* = C h~‘~u’+‘q* 
i EZD 
= c h$$_kflUNi~* 
i EZD 
E 
Define the operators T,,, = I'IU"m II* and 
T = [T, T, -.* T,]? 
Define the functions 
At’(T1,. . . , T,) = At’(T) = c hK1,_kTi 
iG?D 
for j E ]. The perfect-reconstruction conditions can then be expressed as 
c [ At’(T)] [A?)(T)] * = (;s 
jeJ 
for k, 1 E J. 
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To develop these conditions further, we will make use of a theorem which 
can be found in [6]: 
THEOREM 7. For any sequence of mutually *-commutative resolv- 
able operators T,, T, , . . . , there exists a Hermitian operator C such that 
the class of functions of the operators T,, T,, . . . is identical to the class of 
functions of C. 
*-commutativity of T, means that 
and 
q*T, = T,lj*. 
The class of resolvable operators corresponds to the class of normal operators, 
of which unitary operators are a subset. 
In particular the operators T,,, can be represented as continuous functions 
of some Hermitian C: 
for 1 f m < D. In terms of C, the perfect-reconstruction construction 
conditions become 
c [Ati’(fi(CL. ,fD(c))l[AP’(f,(C),...,f,(C))l* 
jsl 
1 H2 if k=l, = 
0 otherwise 
for k, 1 E J. Letting the spectral decomposition of C be 
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the conditions become 
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1 if k=l, 
0 otherwise 
(261 
for all ,u E cr (C), for k, 1 E 1. 
Because fm< /_L> E cr(T’J for all /_L E V(C), it is sufficient to require that 
c Ajj( eihl, . . . , &‘) A!)( eiAl, . . . , eiA~ I={ 1 if k=l, 
jE1 
0 otherwise 
whenever eiAm E cr (T,) for all 1 < m < D. This means that suffici- 
ent conditions for perfect reconstruction can be expressed in terms of the 
multidimensional Fourier transforms 
where A is a vector with components A,, as 
(27) 
for k, 1 E ] and for A such that A, E c+(T,). 
It is sufficient to satisfy Equation (27) on the set of A specified. 
Equation (26) shows that there is a subset of this set of A on which the con- 
ditions are both necessary and sufficient. Unfortunately, the D-dimensional 
curve traced out by fiC /A), . . . , fD< p> f orms a Peano curve which is of no use 
in identifying this subset. There doesn’t seem to be a way to use this 
approach to construct such a set-only to show its existence. 
It is possible to propose orthogonality conditions similar to those used in 
the one-dimensional case. We require that 
ll( Eck’)( H(‘))*rI* = 0 (28) 
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for all k # 1, k, 1 E j. By Assumption 5 this is equivalent to 
n(~(~))(~(r))*,* = n(HIk))~j~(uj)*n*~(~j~j~~(l))*~* 
= C ~(H(k))(uj)*n*n(uj)(H(l))~* 
jcl 
22z 0. 
This takes a form similar to the perfect-reconstruction conditions, and by the 
same type of argument, the orthogonality condition (28) is satisfied if and 
only if 
c A’jk’(fi(~u),...,f,(~))A!:‘(f,(~),...,f,(~.)) =O (29) 
jsl 
for all k f 1, k,l EJ, and for /.L E a(~). 
The corresponding sufficient conditions for orthogonality are 
(30) 
for all A for which A, E a(T,,> whenever k + 1, k, 1 E J. 
At this point, there has been no justification for using lJ1 filters Hu). We 
wiI1 concentrate on the solution of Equation (27) for a single value of A. In 
the single-dimensional case only two such filters were used. In fact, it would 
be perfectly legitimate to write expressions of the form (27) and (30) for two 
filters: merely replace C,,, with I,;= ,. The filters would then be H(l) and 
H@). It would, however, be meaningless to do so, because it can be shown 
that IJj filters are required. 
Instead of indexing the transforms A’$( A) by vector indices, we use 
scalars: A’$)( A), 1 < j < P and 1 < k G I]\. The exact ordering in the cor- 
respondence between the vector and scalar versions is not important. Is it 
possible for the perfect-reconstruction and orthogonality conditions to be 
satisfied if P < 1J I? A simple restatement of Equation (27) in terms of matrix 
multiplication shows that this is impossible. 
Define 
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The perfect-reconstruction conditions (27) are then equivalent to MM H = I, 
since 
(MMHh = i (M)Y~(M~)~~ 
j=l 
= 5 (M)&Q 
j=l 
= i @(fi) I?{(*) . 
j=l 
M cannot have orthonormal rows if P < 111, and hence for the condition 
MMH = I to be satisfied P > I][ is necessary. 
In a similar manner, the orthogonality condition boils down to requiring 
the off-diagonal elements of M HM to be zero. This means that the columns 
of M must be orthogonal, not necessarily orthonormal. Ignoring the possibil- 
ity of any zero columns leads to the conclusion that the diagonal matrix 
M 'M has full rank. This is not possible if P > 1J 1. We conclude that P = jJ 1 
is the only interesting possibility for which the perfect-reconstruction and 
orthogonality conditions can be satisfied. This justifies the original use of the 
set ] for indexing HG’. 
It is interesting to note that if P = IJI, then MM H = I implies that 
M HM = I. Under the condition that there are lJ1 filters, satisfaction of 
the perfect-reconstruction conditions implies satisfaction of the orthogonality 
conditions. 
In [4] and [8] sufficient conditions for perfect reconstruction are given in 
erms of the product of the analysis and synthesis polyphase matrices equaling 
the identity. In the case considered here, the synthesis polyphase matrix is 
just the adjoint of the analysis polyphase matrix. They correspond to M and 
M H respectively, so that the sufficient conditions given here in matrix form 
correspond to the standard conditions. What is new is the fact that these 
conditions apply to operators other than shift and decimation, and the fact 
that there is a set of frequencies on which the conditions are both necessary 
and sufficient. 
Finally, we should discuss the degree of generality that the framework we 
present really offers. It suffices to consider the case of a single operator 
U and associated operator II to convey the ideas. From the discussion of 
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Section 5.3, it can be seen that any U and II satisfying the assumptions 
of Section 2 have the following properties: 
(a) U 2 has two invariant subspaces, say S, and S,, with S, I S, and 
S, + S, = H,; 
(b) U maps S, onto S, and vice versa; 
(c) H, is isometrically isomorphic to H, X H, using the standard norms; 
(d) under this isomorphism, II can be viewed as a projection of H, onto 
H, X (01; 
(e) S, can be identified with H, X {O}, and S, can be identified with 
{O} x H,. 
Using these observations, we can construct a basis for H, so that in the 
coordinate representation of that basis, U acts like a shift operator on an 
Abelian group, @ C,, where each C, is either the integers or a finite cyclic 
group of even or a er. Thus, in the simple case we presented first, it can be 
argued that the only examples satisfying the assumptions we make are in fact 
disguised versions of the canonical cases already known. The advantages of 
our approach however, are that we present all the results in a coordinate 
free manner and the basic framework carries over to families of commuting 
operators in the multidimensional case. 
7. CONCLUSIONS 
This paper has shown that conditions usually derived for the coefficients 
of filters in perfect-reconstruction filter banks can be applied to coeffici- 
ents of polynomials in unitary operators more general than the shift to give 
“filter” operators which have a perfect-reconstruction property: 
(H"')*II*II( H'"') + (H"')*II*Il( H(l)). 
The conditions on the operator U: H, + H,, of which H(O) and H(l) are 
functions, and the operator II : H, + H, can be expressed either in terms of 
the two equations 
rIrI* = I& 
and 
II*rI + u*II*rIu = If,,, 
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or in terms of a cyclic similarity structure for U. The derivation of 
the conditions on the coefficients was given in terms of the equations, 
with important results reinterpreted in terms of the cyclic structure of U. 
Examples of special cases of the result were discussed. 
An extension of the conditions on U and II to a case involving multiple 
operators U, was discussed. This corresponded to the multidimensional case. 
The end result was a sufficient condition on the Fourier transforms of the 
coefficients on the cosets of a particular lattice. A set of frequencies over 
which satisfaction of these conditions is sufficient to achieve perfect recon- 
struction was specified. The existence of a subset of this set of frequen- 
cies over which the conditions are both necessary and sufficient was shown. 
Unfortunately, there doesn’t seem to be any constructive way to produce 
this set. 
This contribution was authored by an academic “son” (Cybenko) and 
“grandson” (Stewart) of Chandler Davis. Much of our appreciation of the 
beauty and power of functional analysis has been handed down from 
Chandler. Thank you, Chan. 
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